Overview of the Fellowship

The Academy’s most distinctive feature is its membership of over 950 Fellows. These Fellows are former cabinet officers, Members of Congress, governors, mayors, and state legislators, as well as prominent scholars, business executives, and public administrators. Individually, Fellows provide unparalleled insight and experience. Collectively, they are the Academy’s primary vehicle for addressing current and emerging issues and contributing to the intellectual and popular discourse on government. Fellows elect new members of the Academy each year.

The Academy Bylaws list several qualifications for membership:

1. Substantial scholarly contribution to public administration and/or significant administrative experience with evidence of sufficiently broad interests and reflective nature;
2. Other significant experience in public affairs with a special interest in public administration;
3. Demonstrated contributions to the advancement of public administration;
4. Adherence to the highest ethical standards;
5. Willingness and ability to contribute to the work of the Academy.

Process of becoming a Fellow

Current Fellows nominate candidates in the spring of every year. A Fellows Nominating Committee reviews all nominations and determines which candidates will be voted on by the current Fellowship. A candidate must receive 35% of the vote to be inducted at the Academy's Fall Meeting, which is normally in November of every year.
The Rights and Privileges of an Academy Fellow

What are the rights and privileges of being an Academy Fellow?

Academy Fellows are afforded the following rights and privileges:

- To personally and professionally identify themselves as Fellows of the Academy
- To attend all public meetings of the Academy
- To nominate and elect new Directors and Fellows of the Academy
- To serve on Standing Panels of their choice
- To petition for and support changes in the bylaws of the Academy
- To participate in work of the Academy as opportunities consistent with their capabilities and time availability and balance considerations allow.
- Fellows are typically paid honoraria only for participation on project panels.

What are the obligations of Academy Fellows?

Fellows are obligated to:

- Pay annual dues of $500, as set by the Board
- Conduct themselves in a manner consistent with the code of conduct and ethics of the Academy
- Comport themselves in a civil and respectful manner in their interaction with other Fellows, staff, and associates of the Academy.

What are Fellows encouraged to do?

Fellows are encouraged to:

- Attend the annual Fall Meeting
- Participate on panels and committees when requested to do so and when time and availability permit
- Contribute to the Academy Endowment as personal circumstances may allow
Fellows Participation Guidelines

Participation in the Academy’s work is a requisite of membership, and Fellows provide their experience and knowledge on a largely pro bono basis. The Academy Bylaws state that one criterion for election as an Academy Fellow is “...willingness and ability to participate in and contribute to the work of the Corporation.”

Fellows may participate in Academy work by serving on:

1. Academy Boards and Committees

Time involvement varies by Committee. For example, the Board meets three times a year whereas the Directors Nominating Committee will only meet one time. Board of Directors (3-year term)

- Nominating Committee for New Fellows (2-year term)
- Governance Committee (2-year term)
- Finance and Investment Committee (2-year term)
- Development Committee (2-year term)
- Audit Committee (3-year term)
- Membership Committee (2-year term)

2. Standing and other Permanent Panels

These panels provide a focus for development of Academy initiatives and monitor developments in the field of public administration. Six such panels are:

- Standing Panel on Executive Organization and Management
- Standing Panel on International Affairs
- Standing Panel on Intergovernmental Systems
- Standing Panel on The Public Service
- Standing Panel on Social Equity in Governance
- Standing Panel on Technology Leadership
3. Project Panels

These panels conduct studies under contract with government agencies or with the support of foundations, corporations, and associations. Participation on project panels includes developing a project plan, reviewing its progress, and review and approval of the final report. Each project entails 4 to 5 meetings that are typically virtual.

4. Seminar and Symposia Programs

Through these programs, the Academy shares the results of studies and sponsors issue-oriented symposia and workshops to improve the quality of government.

5. Scholarship and Awards Committees

Fellows are asked to participate in evaluating candidates for the awards and proposing the winners.

- The Herbert Roback Scholarship provides financial assistance toward pursuing a career in the public service.
- The Louis Brownlow Book Award is presented annually to an author who has made an outstanding original contribution to public administration literature.
- George Graham Award for Exceptional Service to the Academy
- The National Public Service Award recognizes individuals who made major contributions to the public service.

6. Special Projects

From time to time, depending on issues that arise, meetings are called of Academy Fellows with relevant backgrounds to discuss particular issues of the day and propose an Academy response. These meetings are very often one-time events lasting 3-4 hours. Academy projects may develop from some of these sessions.

7. Congressional Testimony
PROJECT PANELS

The Academy’s work is typically performed through a Panel Process. Indeed, the Academy is widely known for its unique Panel-based methodology. Academy Fellows are recruited to serve on a Panel, supplemented by outside experts when necessary. Some Panel members have expertise in the field of study, while others have more general management or policy backgrounds. Panels periodically meet in daylong sessions or multiple 2-3 hour virtual sessions. Panels oversee the work of professional staff, all of whom are experts in their own right. Panels have proven to be a very powerful management assessment tool because they bring together experts with different views, experiences and skills in a process that yields state-of-the-art, innovative thinking. Panels operate independently, and are non-partisan.

ROLE OF AN ACADEMY PANEL

The Panel’s role is to direct and guide the study and to take responsibility for the final report as well as any interim products. A professional study team, which includes a Project Director and several senior staff, does the necessary research, support work and report preparation. Panels typically meet 4 or 5 times during the course of a yearlong project. These meetings provide opportunities for the Panel to become familiar with the project context and requirements, receive progress updates, review issue papers, and ultimately approve the report or other final product. Shorter or longer projects may have fewer or more meetings. To prepare you for each of these meetings, the staff provides a resource book one week prior to a scheduled Panel meeting containing the meeting agenda, the materials to be discussed and frequently, a short note summarizing key materials and indicating what action is being requested of the Panel. The goal of the study team is always to provide the necessary information without drowning Panel members in unnecessary paper. A Panel Chair (always an Academy Fellow) is named for each Panel and the staff Project Director works closely with the Chair in the development of the agenda and other meeting materials.

PANEL CHAIR AND MEMBERS COMMITMENT

Panel meetings typically involve several hours of discussion. Each Panel member is expected to prepare for the meetings by reviewing the advance materials and come to the meeting prepared to discuss the study. In addition, the Panel Chair is expected to preside over the meeting (with the assistance of the staff) and work to achieve the meeting objectives. Typically, all Panel members are expected to review draft report materials prior to the report being issued and provide the staff Study Team with comments and suggested changed. The Panel Chair is usually a principal spokesperson for the Panel and would testify before Congress if such activity were to result.

The project covers all expenses associated with traveling and attending the Panel meeting if in-person as well as honoraria for the Chair ($600) and each member ($400) for each meeting attended provided your employer permits you to accept honoraria. The amount of time required to prepare for a meeting generally ranged from 2 to 8 hours depending on the phase of the project with the higher amounts of time are associated with the report review stages of the project.